
 Dynamic Range of Motion Warm-Up

Pillar:  Posture!
TVA engaged (tall and skinny through your lower abs; belly button to spine).
Glutes engaged  
Relaxed Big chest....chest up, scaps down, pecs stretching.
Pillar (Abs and Glutes ) lead every motion.  

Floor-based Hip Mobility (Floor DROM)
*Supine Calf/Hamstring (10 R,L)
Lying on back with one leg locked out, the other at 90 degrees.  Extend bent leg to lock out at knee, 
maintaining dorsiflexion throughout motion.  Goal is to stretch the calf and insertion points of the 
hamstring.  Controlled motion throughout for 10X.  Switch Legs
*Supine Hip Flexor raises (10 R, L)
Lying on back with one knee at 45 degrees, other leg dorsiflexed and extended 1” off ground, lower back 
pressed into the ground.  Raise extended straight leg above hips while maintaining dorsiflexion.  Lower 
slowly and repeat 10X.  Switch Legs.
*Supine Psoas Raise (10 R,L)
Lying on back with both legs extended, lower back pressed into the ground.  Externally rotate foot so toe 
points out to side. Keeping leg locked and dorsiflexed, raise heel up towards ceiling.  Lower slowly and 
repeat 10X.  Switch Legs.
*Abduction (10 R, L)
lying on side with body in a straight line, raise top leg up through glutes. Make sure to rotate through hip 
so that your toe does not rotate up to point towards ceiling. It should point straight ahead.
*Adduction (10 R,L)
Still lying on side, Cross top leg over (you can hold with your hand).  Ensuring straight body alignment, 
raise bottom leg up towards the ceiling.  This will feel weak for the first few reps and then. ROM will 
increase.
*Floor Bridge/Single Leg (SL) Floor Bridge (10, 10 R,L)
Tall and skinny through core and belt line rotation through belly button to better activate glutes (as 
opposed to hamstrings)
*T-Cross (10 R,L)
Lying on back with both legs extended, arms out to the side and lower back pressed into the ground. 
Raise straight leg above hips while maintaining dorsiflexion and cross over body to floor at belt level.  
Sweep across floor back to center. Repeat 10X.  Switch Legs.
*Scorpion (10 R, L)
Opposite of T-Cross…Lying on stomach with both legs extended, arms out to the side, abs and glutes 
tight, raise leg up and over to try and touch opposite hand.  Alternate, starting off slowly and ending by 
swinging (under control). 

Quadruped DRoM: 
*Bird Dog
*Fire Hydrants

Plank DRoM
*open hip mountain climbers
*Push Ups
*Spider Man
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